PLANNING- GROUP TUTORING LESSONS
APTIS ADVANCED C1

Make sure you share your screen so students can see the material as they won´t have access to LIA. They have access to our APTIS ONLINE COURSE which is
a shorter version of the content in LIA. This syllabus is different from the one they can see in APTIS ONLINE, so they haven’t seen these exams before. You are
supposed to talk about tips for the exams you do in class. Also, give extra tips for the skill suggested at the end. You are supposed to be online 5 minutes
before the class.
Explain that students cannot record the class nor distribute any of the content given due to copyright and data protection purposes.
Ask for written feedback on Skype at the end of the first class and tell students to encourage others to join!
CLASS (1 hour)
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CONTENT FROM LIA C1
1- Introduction:
-Introducing yourself. Ask them to answer these 3 questions in 45 seconds: what´s your name? where are you from? Why do you
need the Aptis Certification? How did you find out about Aula Inglés Academy?
-Review all the tasks in all the components in Aptis Advanced to make sure students understand the structure
2- Tip of the day: Listening exam. Techniques for part 3.
3- FULL LISTENING EXAM (taken from Lesson 3): Play all the audios and ask students to write down their answers on a piece
of paper. Discuss only their wrong answers. 30 minutes
4- HOMEWORK: Show students Task 1 “Comparing the pictures” from the Speaking Exam they will be doing next lesson and
ask them to prepare their answers.
1- Tip of the day. Speaking. Task 1.
2- Check Homework and give feedback.
3- SPEAKING EXAM taken from lesson 1 (mountain/beach): Do the rest of the exam. Divide the exam in order to let everyone
participate. Give feedback to every student based on the CEFR.
4- GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXAM (taken from Lesson 9): ask them to write down their answers and then give grammar
explanations based only on their doubts. 30 minutes
5- Homework: Show students Task 1 “Comparing the pictures” from the Speaking Exam they will be doing next lesson and
ask them to prepare their answers.
1- Check homework and give feedback.
2- SPEAKING EXAM taken from lesson 4 (lab/office): Do the rest of the exam. Divide the exam in order to let everyone
participate. Give feedback to every student based on the CEFR.
3- GRAMMAR REVISION: Explain Reported Speech and Conditionals then do these exercises located at the end of the content.
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4- HOMEWORK: Ask them to prepare at home the Speaking activity suggested in the HOMEWORK ACTIVITIES at the end of
the document.
1- SPEAKING: Homework from previous lesson. Give feedback.
2- GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXAM taken from Lesson 11: ask them to write down their answers and then give grammar
explanations based only on their doubts. 30 minutes
3- Tip of the day: Writing Exam. Go to any exam and give techniques for part 1.
4- HOMEWORK: Ask students to complete task 1 of the Writing exam version in Aptis Online.
1- Do not mark writings. Show how to do task 1 of the writing exam.
2- SPEAKING EXAM (cat/dog) taken from lesson 9: Divide the exam in order to let everyone participate. Give feedback to
every student based on the CEFR.
3- GRAMMAR REVISION : Explain Narrative (past) and future tenses then do these exercises located at the end of the content.
4- HOMEWORK: Ask them to prepare at home the Speaking activity suggested in the HOMEWORK ACTIVITIES at the end of
the document.
1- SPEAKING: Homework from previous lesson. Give feedback.
2- Tip of the day: listening Exam. Techniques for part 4.
3- LISTENING EXAM taken from Lesson 13: Play all the audios and ask students to write down their answers on a piece of
paper. Discuss only their wrong answers. 30 minutes
4- HOMEWORK: Show students Task 1 “Comparing the pictures” from the Speaking Exam they will be doing next lesson and
ask them to prepare their answers.
1- Check homework and give feedback.
2- SPEAKING EXAM from lesson 12 (Food truck/Restaurant): Do the rest of the exam. Divide the exam in order to let everyone
participate. Give feedback to every student based on the CEFR.
3- GRAMMAR REVISION: Explain Auxiliary verbs and Relative Clauses then do these exercises located at the end of the
content.
4- HOMEWORK: Ask them to prepare at home the Speaking activity suggested in the HOMEWORK ACTIVITIES at the end of
the document.
1- SPEAKING: Homework from previous lesson. Give feedback.
2- GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXAM taken from Lesson 16: ask them to write down their answers and then give grammar
explanations based only on their doubts. 30 minutes
3- Tip of the day: Writing Exam. Go to any exam and give techniques for part 2.
4- HOMEWORK: Ask students to write the email you will find in the HOMEWORK ACTIVITIES.
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1- Do not mark their emails. Use the email sample In the HOMEWORK ACTIVITIES so they can see an example. Dictate that
email as an extra activity.
2- SPEAKING EXAM (Train/Plane) from lesson 20: Divide the exam in order to let everyone participate. Give feedback to every
student based on the CEFR.
3- GRAMMAR REVISION: Explain Gerund/infinitive and Modal Verbs then do these exercises located at the end of the
content.
4- HOMEWORK: Ask them to prepare at home the Speaking activity suggested in the HOMEWORK ACTIVITIES at the end of
the document.
1- SPEAKING: Homework from previous lesson. Give feedback
2- GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY taken from lesson 19: ask them to write down their answers and then give grammar
explanations based only on their doubts. 30 minutes
3- Tip of the day: Tip of the day: Reading Exam. Task 2 “Matching the headings”
4- HOMEWORK: Ask students to do/review task 2 of the Reading exam version 1 in Aptis Online.
1- Explain the answers to task 2 Reading exam version 1.
2- SPEAKING EXAM taken from lesson 28 (Laptop/phone): Divide the exam in order to let everyone participate. Give feedback
to every student based on the CEFR.
3- GRAMMAR REVISION: Explain ing-ed Adjectives and Used to vs Would then do these exercises located at the end of the
content.
4- HOMEWORK: Show students Task 1 “Comparing the pictures” from the Speaking Exam they will be doing next lesson and
ask them to prepare their answers.
1- Check homework and give feedback.
2- SPEAKING EXAM taken from lesson 31 (House/building): Do the rest of the exam. Divide the exam in order to let everyone
participate. Give feedback to every student based on the CEFR.
3- GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY taken from lesson 27: ask them to write down their answers and then give grammar
explanations based only on their doubts. 30 minutes
Ask if they have any general questions about the exam. Remind them they are supposed to take their ID with them they day of the
exam.
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HOMEWORK ACTIVITIES:
LESSON 2

LESSON 4
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LESSON 5

LESSON 7
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LESSON 8. Writing an email.

SAMPLE ANSWER:
Dear Sir/ Madam
I am writing with reference to the email that I received
Firstly, the auditorium was extremely hot and overcrowded, some people even had to stand as there were not enough chairs available, I would
suggest ensuring that everyone has a seat as it was an incredibly uncomfortable situation.
Secondly, the fee has skyrocketed by 50 per cent. May I ask the reason why? This is far too expensive for most of the current members and may
discourage new members from joining, I would recommend lowering the fee to around 30%.
Lastly, the conference ended a lot later than expected, as a result there was no longer any running transport and many of the members were
stranded unable to travel home. I would suggest providing transportation to the city centre for future conferences because customer safety
should be a priority.
I hope my suggestions are taken into consideration
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